We are the Invisible. We are the Invincible. We will Overcome.
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The Lima Cartel is divided. The Europeans have cold feet. On the one-month anniversary of that attempt, a massive...

...The fierce defence of the Chavistas against the overthrow of their government is linked to their fear that whatever changes had come in their lives would now be reversed. The old humiliation would return.

...It is this event that inaugurates the Bolivarian Revolution. A few days before the anniversary, I visited Mariela...

...diversity and ALBA as well as a few other services covered the discussions, which ranged from solidarity for the Venezuelan people to serious consideration of the way money and fake news has subverted electoral democracy. It will take time...

...and Chavez that gave her the strength to overcome the centuries of disparagement and poverty that weighed on her. She, and her neighbours, had done their best to build a...

...must make way for what was going on here. Rusted-out arguments sometimes someone still unearths. From out of the bushes who will find it dull. Starting to mill about and nods with unsevered head. Someone else listens. Someone, broom in hand, from rolling them up. Sleeves will go ragged and new railway stations. We'll need the bridges back, for another war. All the cameras have left and takes years. Photogenic it's not, rehang a door. Someone has to glaze a window, to prop up a wall. Bloody rags, splintered glass, in scum and ashes, Someone has to get mired to the side of the road, Someone has to push the rubble straighten themselves up, after all. Things won't, someone has to clean up. After every war – hunger being one of them. Just before the aircraft fired across the border, hundreds of workers marched to the Indian ...

...privatisation of the child care centres. They handed over a petition that had 40 million signatures to the government.

...The governments of India and Pakistan are playing with fire. Aerial attacks on each other's territory threatens to widen ...

...The mood in Caracas (Venezuela) is sombre. It appears that the attempted coup against the government that began on 23 January is now substantially over (as the Venezuelan Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza...
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